
Let us simplify your routing 
processes with Tablets.
GPS-enabled tablet add-on that helps simplify your 
operations and more efficiently manage student 
transportation logistics in real-time.

Features and Benefits

Turn-By-Turn Driver Directions. 

Tablet-based navigation directions and read-
aloud options increase driver safety and help 
substitute drivers.

Capture Driver Time.    
Efficiently capture driver time by allowing 
drivers to clock in and out via tablets.

Location Tracking. 

Provide visibility and location updates 
to parents via GPS-enabled tablets 
connected to the online Parent Portal.

Simple Student Ridership Tracking.  

Verify riders by scanning students’ ID cards 
and alerting  drivers whether students are 
boarding the correct stop. 

Fast Access to Daily Routes. 
Drivers can quickly access the day’s 
approved routes, eliminating the need to 
print and reprint paper schedules..

Run a trip using our Routing Tablet 
view for turn-by-turn directions and 
easy route access.



Improve Safety for Everyone with Tablets

Better turn-by-turn voice navigation

GPS-enabled emergency communications

Reliable, accessible route storage

We believe your team should have access to the 
information they need at the moment they need it. 
With the Tablet add-on for EZRouting, your drivers 
have a valuable tool for enhancing personal and 
student safety through:

Real-time parent notifications and customizable 
geofence alerts

About TransAct

For more than 25 years, TransAct has dedicated 
itself to providing K-12 districts and state 
departments of education with software solutions 
that help them streamline their operations, more 
efficiently meet state and federal requirements, and 
more safely and effectively serve their students.

Together, our cloud-based routing, field trips, and 
GPS tablet solutions provide a complete, user-
friendly but intelligent system that frees your 
team to focus on student safety, driver retention, 
and day-to-day operations instead of managing 
software. Visit us at www.transact.com to learn more 
about how we can simplify your routing and trip 
management processes.

Schedule a live tour with us and discover 
why districts across the country choose 
EZRouting for their student transportation 
management. Or visit our website at 
www.transact.com.

https://hubs.ly/Q02kBh3g0

